30 years of open access books journals institution

- First open access textbook: *Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs* by Harold Abelson and Gerald Jay Sussman
- First open access book: *City of Bits* by William J. Mitchell
- We establish the Digital Projects Lab at the MIT Press
- First open access journal: *Information Technology and International Development*
- Computational Linguistics, our longest running OA journal, makes the switch
- We launch the MIT Press Direct eBook Platform and the Knowledge Futures Group (in partnership with the Media Lab)
- First open peer review: *Works in Progress*
- First hybrid book series: *Strong Ideas*
- The MIT Press releases "Mind the Gap: A Landscape Analysis of Open Source Publishing Tools and Platforms"
- First flipped journal: *Quantitative Science Studies*
- The MIT Press Open Architecture and Urban Studies Collection publishes *Daedalus*, the long-running journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, goes open access
- First MITops project: *SERC Case Studies Series* with MIT Schwarzman College of Computing
- First born-digital book: *A New Vision for Islamic Pasts and Futures* by Shahzad Bashir
- First open access textbook series: *Harvard Open Casebook Series*
- Introduction of expanded overlay journal *Rapid Reviews\ Infectious Diseases*
- *Rapid Reviews\ COVID-19*
- Direct to Open achieves goal, publishing 80 open access books
- The Arcadia Open Access Fund is established with a $10M gift from Arcadia—$5M in outright endowment, $5M in matching commitment
- Shift+OPEN program receives numerous applications to flip journals to open access
- Imaging Neuroscience launches at the MIT Press when editorial board of Elsevier's Neuroimage resigns in protest of high open access author publishing charges